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Abstract
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, is a bustling college town with a great number of
bicyclists, yet bicycle parking is a largely neglected topic by both its Code of Ordinances
and its transportation planning staff. This project seeks to change that. Over six months
in 2020, I collected a fieldwork inventory of almost all bicycle parking and maintenance
resources within Town limits. I published this inventory as a public-facing interactive
map and used it internally to perform a site-level analysis of adherence to the Town’s
bicycle parking capacity requirements and design guidelines. I then evaluated the
results of this analysis and consulted bicycle parking requirements in five United States
municipalities similar to Chapel Hill to formulate recommendations to Town planning
staff on improving their own codified bicycle parking requirements. My findings
suggest that at least half of all sites in Chapel Hill have been violating bicycle parking
capacity requirements and that almost all of them have been violating design
guidelines, with the most common offense being an unsatisfactory amount of long-term
parking. With my assistance, the Town of Chapel Hill Planning Department will use
this dataset to amend bicycle parking capacity requirements and design guidelines in
the Town’s Land Use Management Ordinance. The dataset will also be useful to all
Chapel Hill bicyclists for more reliably locating bicycle parking at their destinations,
making the Town of Chapel Hill a more bicycle-friendly place to live, work, and visit.
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Introduction
In May 2020, during my time as a transportation planning intern with the Town of
Chapel Hill, I received ideas from the rest of the Town’s transportation planning team
for expansive projects on which I could work during the summer months. One of the
ideas, originally floated by Transportation Planning Manager Bergen Watterson and
Transportation Demand Management Coordinator Len Cone, was an update of the
Town’s inventory of bicycle parking spaces. I accepted the project and wished to
expand upon it by:
1) creating an interactive map of all bicycle parking and maintenance resources
within Town of Chapel Hill limits,
2) conducting a site-level analysis of bicycle parking to determine if developers
are adhering to the bicycle parking capacity requirements outlined in the Town’s
Land Use Management Ordinance (LUMO) and Blue Hill Form-Based Code
(FBC), and
3) submitting recommendations to Town planning staff in amending the LUMO
to better cover bicycle parking, as required by the Town’s Mobility and
Connectivity Plan.
This Master’s Project will explore all three tasks, with a focus on the latter two. The
Town will use the resulting dataset to amend bicycle parking capacity requirements
and design guidelines in the LUMO. Additionally, bicyclists throughout Chapel Hill
will be able to use the interactive map to locate bicycle parking for nearly any
destination within Town limits.

Background
Town of Chapel Hill Land Use Management Ordinance
The Land Use Management Ordinance for the Town of Chapel Hill is listed as
“Appendix A – Land Use Management” in the Town’s overall Code of Ordinances. In
this appendix, Article 5 outlines “Design and Development Standards” and Section 9 of
this article covers “parking and loading”. Broadly, §5.9.1(a) of the LUMO states that
“off-street bicycle and vehicular parking shall be provided for all uses of land,
structures, and buildings as well as for any expansion of such uses or increase in the
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intensity of use in accord with the requirements of this section.” The remainder of the
section details technical aspects of these requirements ranging from methods of
provision to design and landscaping, but of utmost importance to this project is “§5.9.7
– Minimum and Maximum Off-Street Parking Space Requirements”, which denotes the
required amount of parking spaces, including bicycle parking spaces, for each specific
use and incorporates a table for convenient reference (see Figure A).
Figure A – LUMO §5.9.7 Table Snippet
Use

Vehicular Parking

Bicycle Parking

Town Center Zoning

Non Town Center Zoning

Districts

Districts*

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

Number

Number of

Number of

Number of

Bicycle Parking

of

Parking

Parking

Parking

Requirements***

Parking

Spaces

Spaces

Spaces

1 per 350 sq.

1 per 500

1 per 350 sq.

farm implement sales or

ft. of

sq. ft. of

ft. of

rental

enclosed

enclosed

enclosed

exhibit area

exhibit area

exhibit area

1 per 350 sq.

1 per 250

1 per 150 sq.

Min 4; 2

ft. of floor

sq. ft. of

ft. of floor

additional spaces

area

floor area

area

per every 2,500

Spaces
Automobile, trailer, and

Bank

N/A

N/A

N/A

sq. ft. of floor
area
Business, Convenience
Restaurant

N/A

1 per 110 sq.

1 per 110

1 per 75 sq.

Min 4; 2

ft.

sq. ft.

ft.

additional spaces
per every 1,000
sq. ft. of floor
area

The triple asterisk directs readers to the Town of Chapel Hill 2005 Design Manual, which includes the
table shown in Figure B below.

Most of these requirements are based on square footage of floor space on the site; those
for multi-family housing are based on the number of dwelling units. Finally, in
outlining bicycle parking requirements, this section references “§4.11 – Bicycle Parking”
in the Town of Chapel Hill 2005 Design Manual, which designates two separate classes
of bicycle parking:
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1. Class I: “a locker, individually locked enclosure, or supervised area within a
building providing protection for bicycles therein from theft, vandalism, and
weather”
2. Class II: “a stationary rack to which a bicycle can be secured with the user
supplying both lock and cable or chain” – The section goes on to note that racks
must support both U-locks and cable locks and that the user must be able to lock
the bicycle frame, not just the wheel.
Class II bicycle parking is far more ubiquitous; it covers most standalone bike racks
found outside of commercial or institutional establishments, as well as those lining the
curbs of Franklin Street and Rosemary Street in the town center.
Section 4.11(a) also includes a table with “general guidelines” for how much bicycle
parking should be included for a given land use (see Figure B). These are looser and less
specific than the codified requirements in §5.9.7 of the LUMO. Section 4.11(b) suggests
that each bicycle parking space should be two feet wide by six feet long, with at least
two feet beside each space to “slow access”. It also addresses where bicycle parking
units should be located and how they should be designed to increase efficiency. In
summary, bicycle parking units should be stable enough to support bicycles and
prevent both themselves and the bicycles from theft. They should be close to the
entrance of the building they serve, highly visible, and – where possible – well-lighted
and protected from the elements. They should not impede traffic from either
pedestrians or vehicles and should be separated from automobile parking by a physical
barrier so that locked bicycles do not get damaged by cars. I will use the guidelines
outlined in this design manual in complement with those designated in the LUMO in
completing my site-level analysis of bicycle parking resources.
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Figure B – 2005 Design Manual §4.11(a) Table
LAND USE

NUMBER OF SPACES

CLASSIFICATION

Industrial and Office

10% of auto spaces

80% Class I/20% Class II

Commercial/Retail

10% of auto spaces

20% Class I/80% Class II

Multi-Family Residential

1 space per unit, plus 10%

90% Class I (Garages or

of auto spaces

secure accessible indoor
areas count); 10% Class II

Recreation

25% of auto spaces

10% Class I/90% Class II

School

1 space per 3 students,

90% Class II

plus 1 space per 10

10% Class I

faculty/staff
Park and Ride Lot/

10% of auto spaces

80% Class I/20% Class II

Transit Center
These guidelines inform the requirements made in the LUMO but the latter are officially codified
requirements and supersede the guidelines in this table. Some use types given parking capacity
requirements in the LUMO do not have design guidelines included in this table.

In addition to the LUMO, the Town of Chapel Hill also enforces one form-based code
for the Blue Hill District (see Figure C). A form-based code, as defined by the FormBased Codes Institute, is a “land development regulation that fosters predictable built
results and a high-quality public realm by using physical form (rather than separation
of uses) as the organizing principle for the code”.1 Within the boundaries designated for
a form-based code, traditional Euclidean zoning – of which the purpose is to strictly
regulate uses and density – is discarded and replaced with broader regulation of how
compatible uses are with each other. It encourages mixed uses and more easily
cultivates a safer, more multimodal transportation environment.

1

Form-Based Codes Institute. 2020. Form-Based Codes Defined. Retrieved from
https://formbasedcodes.org/definition/.
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Figure C – Blue Hill District

This map of the Blue Hill District is available to the public on the Town of Chapel Hill website.

Within the Blue Hill District Form-Based Code, §3.11.4.1 covers parking standards.
Clause C includes a table detailing parking capacity requirements for both motor
vehicles and bicycles (see Figure D), in which the bicycle parking column determines the
capacity requirement as well as that for the ratio of short-term to long-term parking.
Clause E focuses more specifically on bicycle parking; per Subclause 1, the table in
Clause C codifies all bicycle parking capacity requirements, but the maximum
requirable bicycle parking capacity for a “single use occupiable space” is 20. Subclause 2
outlines the general requirements for what is considered a valid parking spot;
effectively, each spot must be spacious and accessible enough to comfortably fit a bike
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without fear of external damage and the bike rack must allow for the bike to be locked
at two points of contact with either a U-lock or a cable lock. Subclauses 3 and 4 denote
the differences between short-term and long-term bicycle parking. In sum, short-term
parking is meant for customers of a commercial establishment while long-term parking
is meant for employees of those establishments or for residents of the neighborhood.
Long-term parking must be protected from the weather (bike lockers are acceptable).
Neither short- nor long-term parking spaces may be located more than 100 feet from the
entrance to the building they are meant to serve.
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Figure D – FBC §3.11.4.1.C Table
Vehicle

Bicycles

Parking

Parking

spaces (min)

spaces (max)

1 per unit

1.25 per unit

2 bedrooms

1.25 per unit

1.75 per unit

3 bedrooms

1.5 per unit

2.25 per unit

4 bedrooms

1.67 per unit

2.5 per unit

All group living

1 per 4 beds

1 per 2 beds

Spaces (min)

Short- / Longterm

Residential Uses
Attached living, multifamily living
Efficiency, 1 bedroom

1 per 2 units

20% / 80%

1 per 4 beds,

10% / 90%

4 min
Public Uses
Civic/Place of Worship

1 per 500 sf of

1 per 350 sf of

1 per 5,000 sf

floor area

floor area

of floor area,

80% / 20%

4 min
Parks & open space

None

None

None

None

Minor utilities

None

None

None

None

1 per 300 sf of

1 per 200 sf of

1 per 2,500 sf

80% / 20%

floor area

floor area

of floor area,

Commercial Uses
All commercial uses, except as
listed below:

4 min
Commercial parking

None

None

None

None

Overnight lodging

0.9 per

1.25 per

1 per 15

20% / 80%

lodging unit

lodging unit

lodging
units, 4 min

Restaurant/bar

1 per 110 sf of

1 per 75 sf of

1 per 1,000 sf

floor area

floor area

of floor area,

80% / 20%

4 min
Industrial Uses
All industrial uses

1 per 1,250 sf

1 per 900 sf

4 min

20% / 80%

None

None

None

None

Open Uses
All open uses

These are official parking requirements for each use within the Blue Hill District.
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Proposed amendments
The Town of Chapel Hill Mobility and Connectivity Plan is the primary long-range nonautomotive transportation plan for the Town, first adopted by Town Council in October
2017 and updated in October 2020. Included in this plan were various recommendations
for policy and program implementations for the Town to undergo within two fiscal
years of the plan’s adoption. One of these recommendations was that the Town amend
its LUMO to refine their bicycle parking requirements.
As an extension of my site-level analysis of adherence to current LUMO bicycle parking
capacity requirements and design guidelines, I reviewed the LUMO and 2005 Design
Manual and compared them to bicycle parking codes in municipalities similar to
Chapel Hill (discussed further below). I then drew from those documents – and from
my experiences completing the data collection for this inventory and performing the
site-level analysis – to draft recommended LUMO amendments and present them to
Town transportation planning staff.

2011 bicycle parking inventory
In addition to being a valuable resource for the Town of Chapel Hill to bicyclists and
planners alike, this project is meant to be an extension of, and improvement upon, the
2011 UNC Department of City and Regional Planning Master’s Project of Michael
Ousdahl. That project, titled “Wherever You Go, There They Are?: Bicycle Parking in
Chapel Hill, NC”, was based on a simpler inventory of bike racks within Town of
Chapel Hill limits, disregarding other types of bicycle parking and maintenance units.
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Figure E – Ousdahl 2011 Inventory Map

The inventory map published by Michael Ousdahl in 2011’s “Wherever You Go, There They Are?: Bicycle
Parking in Chapel Hill, NC”. UNC’s campus is blacked out and Ousdahl did not collect any data within.

Ousdahl’s inventory neglected bike racks on the campus of UNC (see Figure E above). I
chose not to follow in Ousdahl’s footsteps in this regard, as the campus includes
hundreds of bicycle parking and maintenance units and covers most of the southern
half of the town. Exclusion of these units would hamper the usefulness of the
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interactive map. Additionally, while Ousdahl focused on how much bicycle parking
was being utilized during peak hours, my project is unable to study this attribute given
that my fieldwork was completed during the COVID-19 pandemic, during which time
this information would be unreliable due to an abnormally low number of attractions
being open, causing less demand for bicycle parking.
However, I did take a few cues from Ousdahl’s project, the most important being which
statistics to measure for each bicycle parking and maintenance unit. For each unit in his
inventory, Ousdahl denoted the type of bicycle rack, its capacity, how highly visible it
was, and how accessible it was to nearby attractions. I took these attributes and used
them as the base for my inventory both because I thought they would be useful to
bicyclists using the interactive map and because I needed them to complete the sitelevel analysis of bicycle parking capacity requirements and design guidelines.

Methodology
Data collection
I collected data for this project between June 2020 and January 2021. Administrative GIS
data collection consisted mostly of gathering the inventory layer of bicycle parking and
maintenance units within Town limits. It also entailed locating other pertinent data
layers and using those and the inventory layer to calculate summary statistics for the
LUMO/FBC analysis.
Figure F – Interactive Bicycle Parking and Maintenance Resource Map Screenshot

This map was published to the Town of Chapel Hill website in February 2021.
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Data collection for this project involved an extensive, six-month fieldwork process
beginning in June 2020 and ending in December 2020. I traversed essentially every
reachable square foot of public land – and, with permission from the landowners, some
private parcels, within the limits of the Town of Chapel Hill, using the ArcGIS Collector
app2 to create an inventory data layer of well over 1000 bicycle parking and
maintenance resources (see Figure F above). I photographed and entered descriptive
statistics for every unit. I decided upon these statistics through conversations with
Town transportation planning staff and through reviewing Ousdahl’s 2011 inventory.
The following statistics were entered for each unit immediately upon adding them to
the inventory:
1. Type of resource – Possible values: bike rack, bike locker, bike hooks, fix-it
station, air pump
2. Type of parking – If the unit is a bike rack, what type of bike rack is it? Possible
values: Grid, simple grid, double grid, wave, toast, inverted U, post and loop,
other, multiple (see Appendix)
3. Capacity – The values I entered were based on the definition of a bicycle parking
space provided in the 2005 Design Manual. They differed based on the type of
bike rack. (see Appendix)
4. Condition – Possible values: Excellent, fair, poor
5. Nearby access points – Of how many public entrances to either a building or a
street is the unit within 200 feet? For units that are meant to belong to one
specific lot, only entrances within that lot were counted.
6. Visible windows – From how many windows is the unit clearly visible? I
defined “clear visibility” as visible to the point at which someone looking out the
window could identify someone stealing a bike from the unit.
7. Lighting – A binary field that measures whether the unit is in close proximity to
a street light. I was unable verify whether the lights were functional.
8. Weather protection – A binary field that denotes whether the unit would stay
dry during a rainstorm
9. Land use type – Possible values: Low residential, mid residential, high
residential, commercial, institutional, town center

2

ArcGIS Collector version 20.2.2.
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10. Within Blue Hill? – Is the unit within the Blue Hill District? This may have been
unnecessary given the spatial nature of the data, but I noted it anyway to protect
against cases in which a unit was outside the boundary of the Blue Hill District
but served a development that was inside the boundary.
11. Availability – Is the unit available for public use or is it a private unit to be used
only by certain people? Most units for which I collected data are public, but some
are only available to residents, employees, or customers of the lot on which they
are located. Only public units were included on the interactive map, but
information on private units was retained for internal Town staff use. The
inventory includes what I believe to be a full sample of public units, but only a
partial sample of private units, as I was unable to gain permission from all
private landowners to collect data on their property.
The final data layer included 973 data points, with many points including data for
multiple similar and adjacent bike racks – in the case of residential areas of UNC
campus, sometimes dozens – at once. I surveyed the entirety of the Town of Chapel Hill
except for locations that were closed for construction and those that were locked down
to outsiders as a safety measure to slow the spread of COVID-19, all of which I plan on
adding to future versions of this inventory when possible. Notable omissions from the
inventory layer due to construction are Chapel Hill High School, which underwent a
major renovation while I conducted fieldwork, and Wegmans along US 15/501, which
was still under construction and not scheduled to open until late February 2021. The
primary omission due to COVID-19 lockdown was Carol Woods Retirement
Community along Weaver Dairy Road on the northern edge of town.
Peripheral data
For the interactive map, I calculated other data fields based on the data fields collected
during inventory fieldwork. First and foremost, the “Nearby access points” and “Visible
windows” values were sorted into broad ranking categories under the data field titles
“Accessibility” and “Visibility”. Each unit was ranked None, Low, Medium, High, Very
high, or Super high in both separate attributes (see Figure G).
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Figure G – Accessibility and Visibility Rating Groups
Rating

Nearby access points

Visible windows

None

0

0

Very low

1-4

Low

1-2

5-9

Medium

3-6

10-24

High

7-14

25-49

Very high

15-39

50-99

Super high

40+

100+

These rating groups are largely arbitrary; I devised them to more summarily relay accessibility and
visibility information to users of the interactive map.

Next, I added a peripheral shapefile of all Chapel Hill Transit stops to calculate how
close each bicycle parking and maintenance unit was from the nearest bus stop. With
the assistance of Town of Chapel Hill GIS Consultant Dave Almond, these distances
were calculated based on the Town’s pedestrian network to measure the real walking
distance from the unit to the bike lane/path or bus stop (rather than that as the crow
flies, which is not useful for future users of this information). I also restricted the units
visible on the public-facing interactive map to those available for public use (that is, all
units with the Availability field listed as Public), again with the help of Almond.
Information on the private units was necessary to reliably perform the LUMO/FBC
analysis but making this information available to the public and implicitly directing
bicyclists to park on private property posed obvious liability issues for the Town.
For the site-level analysis, I gathered two peripheral shapefiles: one of all parcels within
the Town of Chapel Hill and one of all building footprints in the state of North
Carolina, which was clipped to include only those within Town limits. The former was
available to the public via the Town of Chapel Hill’s open data portal; the latter was
based on data from NC ONE Map. Unfortunately, the Town of Chapel Hill parcel
dataset included identical, overlapping parcels in cases where more than one unit is
located on the property (such as multi-family housing). I summed the building floor
area and bicycle parking capacity of each unit into a single value for parcels of this type.
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Site-level LUMO/FBC analysis
I studied the parking requirements tables in §5.9.7 of the LUMO and §3.11.4.1 of the
FBC to determine which attributes to measure in completing the bicycle parking
analysis. Upon determining that many parking requirements were based on floor area
square footage, I evaluated the capacity of bicycle parking and the total building floor
area in each individual parcel (using the Summarize Within function in ArcGIS Pro
2.7.0). This analysis returned a table with that data, which I then exported as a Microsoft
Excel file to simplify data cleansing.
There were a few buildings for which bicycle parking was split over two or more
adjacent parcels (also usually multi-family residential complexes). In these cases, I
summed the capacity and building floor area of all relevant parcels into one
agglomerated total.
In preparing for my analysis, I also tracked each parcel’s land use type, whether the
parcel meets capacity requirements and design standards, whether the parcel includes
enough Class I and Class II bike parking, and whether the parcel includes too great a
proportion of parking units that only allow the user to lock the bicycle wheel (see Figure
H).
Figure H – LUMO/FBC Analysis Excel Table Sample
LEGAL_DESC

S/S PRESTWIC

Points

1

Capacity

28

Area

60135.01

Type

School

Capacity

No

Design

No

Notes

Capacity should be at least 43;

Enough

Enough

Class I?

Class

Too many
wheel

II?

locks?

No

Yes

Yes

not enough Class I; overreliance
on wheel locks
2 VILLAGE PL

5

28

1148.703

Multi-family

No

Yes

Capacity should be at least 44

Yes

Yes

No

1 PH 2 TIMBE

4

25

56181.34

Multi-family

No

No

Capacity should be at least 36;

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

not enough Class I
7.77 AC E/S H

3

24

19812.49

Multi-family

No

No

Capacity should be at least 38;
not enough Class I; overreliance
on wheel locks

FINLEY GOLF

2

24

4265.105

E/S SR 1734 P1

2

23

46302.2

E/O 15-501 DU

3

22

107703.8

Park

N/A

No

Church

Yes

N/A

Multi-family

No

No

Not enough Class I

Capacity should be at least 64;
not enough Class I; overreliance
on wheel locks

N/S EPHESUS

2

22

32377.1

Multi-family

Yes

No

Not enough Class I; overreliance
on wheel locks

SOUTH END

5

35

63820.52

Multi-family

No

No

Capacity should be at least 50;
not enough Class I

SEC 1 KINGS

6

42

49672.99

Multi-family

No

No

Capacity should be at least 72;
not enough Class I

14B MEADO

1

21

5575.844

Park

N/A

No

Not enough Class I

I migrated the four leftmost columns from the ArcGIS Pro analysis and filled all the others manually.
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Analysis restrictions
After careful consideration, I excluded all single-family residential parcels, the parcels
covering UNC’s campus, and all parcels that contained fraternity or sorority houses. As
suggested by the LUMO and FBC, capacity requirements differed based on specific use
types, and the above use types had either a capacity requirement that was prohibitively
difficult to confirm or no capacity requirement at all. The LUMO specifically codified no
bicycle parking capacity requirement for single-family dwelling units. Its capacity
requirement for fraternity and sorority houses was based on expected student
population, which I determined impossible to reliably determine, as well as possibly
inconsistent with normal trends given the COVID-19 pandemic. Capacity requirements
for university buildings were codified on a per-building basis, but the parcel dataset for
the Town of Chapel Hill covered the entirety of UNC’s campus with a few large, allencompassing parcels, making the determination of which bike racks belonged to
which building both too difficult and too time-consuming for me to include them
within this analysis.
I also restricted my analysis to parcels that had a non-zero amount of bicycle parking
within their bounds. This was because the parcel dataset had nearly 20,000 individual
parcels and I decided that it was unreasonable to determine whether each individual
zero-capacity parcel was eligible for bicycle parking capacity requirement and design
guidelines.
Despite these limitations, I still performed a mostly complete analysis. For the use types
that were included, I used several methods to obtain the information necessary to
determine whether parcels were meeting bike parking capacity requirements.
➢ For office, business, and medical clinic uses, capacity requirements were based
on building floor area square footage, which I calculated by summing for each
parcel the area of all buildings in the building footprint dataset that had their
center within that parcel.
➢ For multi-family residential uses, capacity requirements were based on the
number of dwelling units within the complex. In almost all cases, this
information was available to the public on housing search websites; in particular,
I relied heavily on the Building Information section of listings on
Apartments.com. In cases where the information was publicly unavailable, I
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consulted internal Town planning documents, but – for the sake of transparency
– I sought to avoid this unless absolutely necessary.
➢ For school uses, capacity requirements were based on the expected or projected
enrollment at the school. I pulled this data from the publicly available 2020-21
Year Start Enrollment Report for Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools.
➢ For churches, capacity requirements were based on the number of seats in the
building. In most cases, this was listed publicly on the church’s website, though I
had doubts as to their accuracy. Some more internal Town planning document
consultation was required.
➢ The LUMO does not list a capacity requirement for parks, but the 2005 Design
Manual lists bicycle parking design guidelines for parks, so I included them in
the analysis.
Once I determined what I was to analyze and how, I analyzed each eligible parcel one
by one and entered the results into the Excel spreadsheet (see Figure H above).

Review of municipal bicycle parking requirements
In order to determine whether findings from the above analysis were reasonable and, if
so, how similar municipalities were doing things differently, I reviewed bicycle parking
capacity requirements and design guidelines from municipalities similar to Chapel Hill.
The list of municipalities for which I chose to review these documents was based on an
evaluation of multimodal, mid-sized United States municipalities that I had already
completed for a previous Town of Chapel Hill planning project. In this project, I
evaluated all 22 municipalities in the United States with a designation of at least Bronze
by both Walk Friendly Communities and Bicycle Friendly Communities: applicationbased national recognition programs established by the UNC Highway Safety Research
Center and the League of American Bicyclists, respectively. A Bronze designation in
both of these programs suggests that the municipality has actively committed to
improving both pedestrian and bicycle safety and connectivity.34 I then consulted the
2018 American Community Survey (ACS) data for the walking, biking, and transit
commute mode shares in each of these municipalities and summed all three to get a
3

University of North Carolina Highway Safety Research Center. 2020. About Walk Friendly Communities.
Retrieved from http://walkfriendly.org/about/.
4
League of American Bicyclists. 2020. Bicycle Friendly Communities. Retrieved from
https://www.bikeleague.org/community.
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collective non-automotive commute mode share. Based on these data, Chapel Hill’s
non-automotive commute mode share was 26.6%.
For me to consider a municipality “similar” to Chapel Hill, it must have had a nonautomotive commute mode share within five percentage points on either side and have
been based around a major university. Five municipalities fit this description: Ann
Arbor, Michigan; Bloomington, Indiana; Boulder, Colorado; Charlottesville, Virginia;
and Corvallis, Oregon (see Figure I). For each of these municipalities, I reviewed the
ordinances and guidelines most analogous to Chapel Hill’s LUMO and 2005 Design
Manual, comparing them to these documents and the Blue Hill FBC to determine what
these municipalities were doing that Chapel Hill was not, and vice versa.
Figure I – Municipalities Similar to Chapel Hill
City

State

2018 pop.

Uni?

WFC

BFC

Walk

Bike

Transit

Total

Somerville

MA

81,562

N

Evanston

IL

74,106

Y

Gold

Gold

11.4%

6.9%

32.6%

50.9%

Gold

Silver

10.5%

3.1%

22.1%

Ann Arbor

MI

121,890

35.7%

Y

Gold

Silver

15.3%

4.4%

11.0%

Boulder

CO

30.7%

107,353

Y

Gold

Platinum

11.3%

10.4%

7.9%

29.6%

Chapel Hill
Corvallis

NC

60,988

Y

None

Silver

13.0%

2.2%

11.4%

26.6%

OR

58,641

Y

Gold

Gold

10.5%

12.1%

3.3%

Charlottesville

25.9%

VA

48,117

Y

Gold

Silver

12.5%

3.1%

7.7%

23.3%

Bloomington

IN

84,981

Y

Bronze

Gold

12.8%

3.7%

6.7%

23.2%

Mountain View

CA

83,377

N

Bronze

Silver

2.8%

6.4%

7.3%

16.5%

Flagstaff

AZ

73,964

Y

Bronze

Silver

10.4%

3.7%

2.1%

16.2%

Santa Barbara

CA

91,350

Y

Gold

Silver

6.6%

4.4%

4.6%

15.6%

La Crosse

WI

51,567

N

Bronze

Silver

9.2%

3.2%

1.9%

14.3%

Santa Monica

CA

91,411

N

Silver

Silver

6.0%

3.6%

4.4%

14.0%

Kirkland

WA

89,557

N

Bronze

Bronze

3.0%

0.5%

9.1%

12.6%

Redwood City

CA

86,200

N

Silver

Bronze

3.9%

2.4%

5.8%

12.1%

Rochester

MN

116,961

N

Bronze

Bronze

4.3%

1.1%

6.7%

12.1%

Lawrence

KS

97,286

Y

Silver

Bronze

6.0%

1.0%

2.0%

9.0%

Fayetteville

AR

86,751

Y

Bronze

Silver

4.4%

1.2%

1.6%

7.2%

Bend

OR

97,590

N

Silver

Silver

3.6%

2.8%

0.4%

6.8%

Portsmouth

VA

94,632

N

Bronze

Bronze

3.6%

0.4%

2.2%

6.2%

Asheville

NC

92,452

N

Silver

Bronze

3.8%

0.8%

1.4%

6.0%

Lakeland

FL

110,516

N

Bronze

Bronze

2.2%

0.8%

0.8%

3.8%

The five municipalities highlighted blue are those for which I chose to review bicycle parking capacity
requirements and design guidelines.
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Results
In the site-level bicycle parking analysis, I had a sample size of 182 parcels that were
eligible for either LUMO/FBC capacity requirements (n=166 parcels) or 2005 Design
Manual guidelines (n=160 parcels), with 149 parcels eligible for both.
Of the 166 parcels eligible for LUMO/FBC capacity requirements, 83 (50%) meet
them. Of the 160 parcels eligible for 2005 Design Manual guidelines, 12 (7.5%) meet
them. Seventeen (10.6%) of the 160 parcels have enough long-term / Class I parking, 158
(98.7%) have enough long-term / Class II parking, and 124 (77.5%) primarily use racks
that allow users to lock more than just the wheel of the bike.
These compliance numbers differ based on the land use of the parcel (see Figures J and
K).
Figure J – Capacity Requirement Compliance by Land Use
Land use

Yes

No

TOTAL

% compliant

Multi-family residential

33

24

57

57.9%

Office

11

26

37

29.7%

Business

13

18

31

41.9%

Church

12

1

13

92.3%

School

6

5

11

54.5%

Clinic

4

5

9

44.4%

Bank

0

4

4

0.0%

Hotel

3

0

3

100.0%

Public cultural facility

1

0

1

100.0%

83

83

166

50.0%

TOTAL
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Figure K – Design Guideline Compliance by Land Use
Land use

Yes

No

TOTAL

% compliant

Multi-family residential

8

49

57

14.0%

Office

3

34

37

8.1%

Business

1

30

31

3.2%

Park

0

15

15

0.0%

School

0

11

11

0.0%

Clinic

0

6

6

0.0%

Bank

0

2

2

0.0%

Hotel

0

1

1

0.0%

12

140

160

7.5%

TOTAL

Municipal bicycle parking requirements comparison
Bicycle parking requirements in each of the five municipalities for which I reviewed
them are largely alike at their cores, with each offering key information and ideas for
LUMO amendment recommendations. Below are examples of key aspects in which
each municipality’s bicycle parking requirements differ from each other and from those
of Chapel Hill.
➢ Ann Arbor splits bicycle parking facilities into three classes: Class A (medium- to
long-term parking), Class B (short- to medium-term parking), and Class C (shortterm parking). All other similar municipalities, Chapel Hill included, use only
two classes: one for long-term parking and one for short-term parking.
Definitionally, Class A is analogous to Chapel Hill’s Class I, and Class C to its
Class II, but Class B strikes a medium between the two. It is defined as any bike
racks covered by “a building overhang or a free-standing cover with a minimum
clearance of 7 feet above grade” (City of Ann Arbor).
➢ Bloomington is the only municipality with a codified bicycle parking
requirement for mixed-use developments. It requires “the cumulative required
number of bicycle parking spaces as calculated for the respective nonresidential
and residential requirements” (City of Bloomington).
➢ Boulder is the only municipality that has codified bicycle parking requirements
for governmental and institutional uses or for parks and recreational uses.
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➢ Charlottesville clearly sets a limit on how far, in walking distance, each class of
parking can be located from the main entrance to the building it intends to serve.
Short-term parking must be within 50 feet, while long-term parking may be
located off-site, up to 300 feet walking distance away, if and only if it can be
determined that “this arrangement would better serve the public” (City of
Charlottesville).
➢ Corvallis is the only municipality to prioritize “safe, convenient” access to
bicycle parking (City of Corvallis), requiring curb cuts to help reach this goal.

Discussion and Recommendations
As a result of my omission of zero-capacity parcels, capacity requirement and design
guideline adherence numbers are almost certainly lower than presumed by this
analysis, though they are already low enough to warrant significant concern, so
omitting zero-capacity parcels likely had no effect on my overall conclusions.
LUMO and FBC capacity requirements are most often followed on multi-family
residential parcels, where the amount of parking required is (a relatively low) one space
for every four residential units. They are most often broken on office-use and businessuse parcels, which have floor area requirements that are nearly identical to each other
(see Figure J above). Many offices and businesses located in small buildings and on small
parcels provide only one bike rack where the LUMO requires that they provide more.
As a result, they do not satisfy even the minimum bicycle parking capacity requirement
for any office- or business-use parcel, regardless of floor area (see Figure L); all such uses
require a minimum of four spaces.
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Figure L – Small Office and Business Capacity Violation Sample
LEGAL_DESC

Points

Capacity

Area

Type

Capacity

Design

Notes

#1 WEST SIDE LTD

1

3

16381.49

Business

No

No

Capacity should be at least 13; not enough

304 REV ESTES PA

1

3

13210.51

Office

No

Yes

#126 TIMBERHILL E

1

3

12303.14

Office

No

No

S/S W FRANKLIN ST

1

3

11064

Office

No

No

204 WILSHIRE PLAC

1

3

9285.646

Multi-family

Yes

Yes

#3-4 BL B COKER

1

3

8315.23

Bank

No

N/A

Capacity should be at least 10

UNIT 329 EASTRIDG

1

3

8089.443

Office

No

No

Capacity should be at least 10; not enough

#8 REV AMERICAN

1

3

7649.403

Office

No

No

5B EAST FRANKLIN

1

3

7128.924

Office

No

No

N/W INT ROSEMAR

1

3

7070.265

Office

No

No

INT MKLJ & NORTH

1

3

5643.268

Bank

No

No

N/E INT ROSEMARY

1

3

3089.042

Business

No

No

Class I
Capacity should be at least 14; not enough
Class I
Capacity should be at least 13; not enough
Class I
Capacity should be at least 12; not enough
Class I

Class I
Capacity should be at least 10; not enough
Class I
Capacity should be at least 9; not enough
Class I
Capacity should be at least 9; not enough
Class I
Capacity should be at least 8; not enough
Class I
Capacity should be at least 6; not enough
Class I

Aside from the multi-family residential parcel, all of these parcels violate even the minimum capacity
requirement, regardless of building floor area.

2005 Design Manual guidelines are almost universally broken due to a lack of Class I
parking (see Figure K above). All listed uses recommend that Class I parking account for
at least 10% of the total required parking, but – as discussed above – so many parcels
provide lower than the minimum required parking, and all of it is Class II. In some
cases, even when the Class I/Class II ratio is met, the parking fails design guidelines
because it relies on grid racks or other racks to which users can only lock the wheel of
their bike. Though these racks are widely used in practice, the way in which they are
most often used does not meet the 2005 Design Manual definition of a bicycle parking
space.
Overall, the lack of adherence to capacity requirements or design guidelines is not
always a fault of the parcel owner; sometimes, the LUMO or the 2005 Design Manual is
unrealistic in its expectations. Most notably, the 2005 Design Manual requires that 20%
of parking on commercial/retail parcels be Class I, but many such parcels belong to
businesses with such little floor area that 20% of required bicycle parking is only one or
two spaces. Such a small required amount of enclosed bicycle parking is an inefficient
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use of space and funds for parcel owners, so the logic follows that the requirement is so
often ignored.

Recommendations to Town of Chapel Hill
Based on the findings of my analyses, as well as my review of the bicycle parking
capacity requirements and design guidelines in similar municipalities, I present seven
recommended amendments to Chapel Hill’s LUMO:5
1. The Town should add bicycle parking requirements for parks and recreational
uses, governmental and institutional uses, and mixed-use developments. These
uses exist in great number throughout the Town, yet the LUMO includes no
explicit bicycle parking requirements for them. I suggest referring to
Bloomington’s mixed-use bicycle parking requirement as a starting point. I also
point to Boulder as precedent for including the other use types.
2. The Town should move bicycle parking capacity requirements to their own
table in the LUMO. The LUMO largely treats bicycle parking requirements as
secondary, relegating them to one column of the requirements table (see Figure A
above), which includes four columns for vehicle parking requirements. The FBC
does a somewhat better job of this by including a second bicycle parking column
to designate a ratio between short- and long-term parking. However, putting
bicycle parking requirements in their own table would be easier to understand,
and ultimately, help developers follow them more often. Town staff should
consult Charlottesville’s Code of Ordinances to see how a similar municipality
has already done this well.6
3. The Town should codify bicycle parking design guidelines from the 2005
Design Manual into the LUMO and redraft short-term/long-term parking
ratios by specific use rather than by general use type. I am unsure why the
LUMO declines to codify bicycle parking design guidelines, instead directing
readers to another, 16-year-old document. This is not the case for essentially any
other design guidelines; entire sections of the LUMO are dedicated to vehicle
parking design guidelines. The Blue Hill FBC got this right by including design
requirements in the same document. This should be true Town-wide.
5

I presented these recommendations to Town of Chapel Hill transportation planning staff in February 2021, with
plans for a presentation to the broader planning staff in the months to follow.
6

City of Charlottesville. 2020. Code of Ordinances, §34-882.
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4. The Town should redefine short-term bicycle parking from Class II to a new
Class III, re-designating Class II as medium-term parking. The Town should
also redraft parking ratio recommendations to require more Class II parking
on office-, commercial- and clinical-use sites. The primary source of design
guideline defiance is the lack of long-term parking, but it may be unreasonable
for the Town to require as much of what the 2005 Design Manual defines as longterm parking, as not every small office or business necessarily needs a bike
locker. Ann Arbor is an example of a municipality that has more functional
bicycle parking classifications; note that medium-term parking, as Ann Arbor
defines it, would be useful for shift employees in office, business, or clinic
settings.
5. The Town should require that short- and medium-term bicycle parking be
located within 50 feet of a primary entrance to the building it serves. Neither
the LUMO nor the 2005 Design Manual provides a specific requirement on the
location of bicycle parking units in relation to a building’s main entrance. The
2005 Design Manual says only that it should be located “in close proximity”.
More specificity is better. Boulder and Charlottesville both use this exact “50
feet” requirement.
6. The Town should require curb cuts to provide safer, more reliable access to
bicycle parking. While I completed my data collection, I noticed that while most
bicycle parking and maintenance units are accessible, this accessibility is
sometimes unsafe or inconvenient. Usually, this is because the nearby curb lacks
a curb cut or because the most convenient way to access the unit is by cutting
through an area meant for automobile traffic or parking.7 The Town could be
doing a better job in this regard. Corvallis requires curb cuts near bicycle parking
units to provide “safe, convenient” access; Chapel Hill should follow suit here.
7. The Town should move away from dynamic bicycle parking requirements
based on numbers of students, employees, or seats, and stick to those more set
in stone, based on floor area square footage or numbers of dwelling units.
While I see some use for these dynamic requirements, attributes such as student
enrollment, employment, and seating numbers can change at a moment’s notice,
without explicit permission from the Town, making enforcement difficult. These

7

I did not collect hard data on this as I was only collecting data on current LUMO/FBC capacity requirements and
design guidelines. This is an observation rather than a conclusion.
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attributes are largely functions of square footage in the first place and the square
footage of a building is something one would generally need a permit to change.
Despite all of this, this is my weakest recommendation because similar
municipalities appear to be split on the usage of dynamic requirements.

Conclusion
In crafting the interactive bicycle parking and maintenance resource map, completing
the site-level analysis, and presenting LUMO recommendations to Town planning staff,
my greatest hope is that Chapel Hill can become a more bike-friendly place to live,
work, and visit. The interactive map (see Figure F above) that I have created as part of this
project will be useful to bicyclists all over Chapel Hill on a day-to-day basis, allowing
them to find bicycle parking in a pinch or confirm its existence and location before they
depart for a destination. Moreover, my site-level analysis will be useful to Town
transportation planning staff in locating LUMO violations and working with relevant
stakeholders to fix them, increasing the amount of safe, reliable bicycle parking in
Chapel Hill. Finally, my recommended amendments to the LUMO, if approved, will
satisfy the policy requirement from the Mobility and Connectivity Plan and improve the
state of bicycle parking in Chapel Hill as a whole.
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Appendix
Types of Bike Racks and Capacity
Type

Photo

Capacity (shown)
One space for each

Grid

large gap plus one
space on each end of
the unit (10)

One space for every
third gap plus one
space on each end of
the unit (12) – this
Simple grid

parking type fails to
satisfy most modern
requirements as it
usually only allows
bikes to be locked by
the wheel
One space for each
large gap plus one
space on each end of
the unit (9) – this

Double grid

parking type fails to
satisfy most modern
requirements as it
usually only allows
bikes to be locked by
the wheel
One space per gap; no
spaces included at the
ends of the unit (5) –

Wave

assumes enough space
around the unit for
bicyclists to park on
either side
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Two per unit; one on

Toast

each side (4)

Two per unit; one on

Inverted U

each side (8)

Two per unit; one for
Post and loop

each side of the loop
(8)

Varies (5) – some units
unsatisfactory for
modern requirements

Other

due to only allowing
bikes to be locked by
the wheel

Varies; a sum of the
capacities of the

Multiple

included parking types
(5)

While these capacity values are mostly standardized, I made some exceptions in cases of damaged or
blocked units.

